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Christy contends 1 that the rate of dissolution of gold in cyanide depends on two factors, the electromotive force of gold in cyanide solutions, and the number of hydroxyl ions in the solution. Michailenko,2 however, denies the latter contention, and states that OH ions do not accelerate the velocity of solution, hut that an excess of them has a retarding influence. The E.M.F. of gold continually rises as the solutions become stronger, but is never large enough to enable gold to dissolve in the absence of oxygen. In pure water the E.M.F. of gold is — 0-72 volt; in solutions containing about 0-043 per cent. KCy the E.M.F. becomes zero, and it then rises somewhat rapidly to + 042 volt in a solution of 6-5 per cent. KCy, and thereafter more slowly to 0468 volt in a solution containing 41-7 per cent. KCy. It follows fromNernst's theory of solution pressure that solutions of gold in cyanide free from dissolved oxygen would remain undecomposed if they contained more than 0-043 per cent. KCy, but that gold would tend to precipitate spontaneously in the absence of oxygen in solutions containing less than 0-043 per cent. KCy. This requires experimental proof. The author, in conjunction with L. L. Fermor, made a series of experiments in 1903, in the attempt to decide the matter, but obtained no evidence of spontaneous precipitation in cyanide solutions of any strength. On the contrary, when metallic gold was present a little of it always dissolved, although the amount was excessively small in the absence of oxygen, amounting to about one-tenth of that observed by Maclaurin (see below). It appeared probable, therefore, that in these experiments the exclusion of free oxygen was not quite perfect, in spite of the addition of pyrogallol and other deoxidisers, among other precautions.
The presence of dissolved oxygen completely alters these results, and by direct experiments Christy found that solutions containing no more than 0-00065 per cent. KCy did not dissolve gold, and that for all practical purposes the cyanide of potassium solution ceases to act when its strength falls below 0-001 per cent. Above that strength, however, the solubility of gold increases rapidly when free oxygen is present.
J. S. Maclaurin found 3 that the rate of dissolution of pure gold, in the form of plates, in potassium cyanide solution passes through a maximum when proceeding from dilute to concentrated solutions. The maximum is reached when the solution contains 0-25 per cent, of KCy. The solubility of gold is very slight in solutions containing less than 0-005 per cent., but increases rapidly as the strength rises to 0-01 per cent., when the rate of dissolution is ten times as great as in the 0-005 per cent, solution, and about half as great as that in the 0*25 per cent. The rate increases slowly as the strength rises to 0*25 per cent., and thereafter decreases much more slowly, until in 15 per cent, solutions the rate of dissolution is about equal to that in 0-01 per cent, solutions. Higher strengths show a gradual diminution in the rate of dissolution up to saturation point. Silver is also dissolved at a maximum rate in solutions containing 0*25 per cent, of cyanide, and the changes in the rate are similar to those noted above in the case of gold, the rates for silver being always about two-thirds of the corresponding rates for gold, or, roughly, in the same ratio as the atomic weights of the two metals. In both cases there is hardly any .change in the rate of solubility as the strength rises from 0*1 to 0-25 per cent. It is remarkable that the solubility of oxygen in cyanide solutions continually decreases as the
1 Christy, loc. cit.                                 2 Michailenko and Meshtscherjakoff, loc. cit.
3 Maclaurin, J. Chem. SOG., 1893, 63, 724; 1895, 67,199.

